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Making AI ubiquitous



Devices, machines, 
and things are becoming 
more intelligent



Reasoning
Learn, infer context, 
and anticipate

Perception
Hear, see, monitor, 

and observe

Action
Act intuitively, 
interact naturally, 
and protect privacy

Offering new 
capabilities to 
enrich our lives
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Video monitoringExtended reality Smart citiesSmart factories

Autonomous vehiclesVideo conferencingSmart homesSmartphone

The need for intelligent, personalized experiences 
powered by AI is ever-growing 



A world where virtually 
everyone and everything 
is intelligently connected
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On-device
intelligence is 

paramount
Process data closest to the 

source, complement the cloud

Privacy

Reliability

Low latency

Cost

Energy

Personalization
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We are leading the
realization of the hybrid AI

Convergence of:

Wireless connectivity

Efficient computing

Distributed AI

Unlocking the data
that will fuel our digital
future and generative AI

To scale, the center of
gravity of AI processing is

moving to the edge

Central cloud Edge cloud On device

Hybrid AI
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Cost

Energy

Reliability, latency, 
& performance

Privacy & security

Personalization



Public network

Private networks

Transformation of the 
Connected Intelligent 
Edge has begun at scale 

Edge cloudCloud On-device

Past
Cloud-centric AI 
AI training and 
inference in the 
central cloud

Future
Fully-distributed AI
With lifelong on-
device learning

Today
Partially-distributed AI
Power-efficient 
on-device AI inference

Processing data closer to devices at the edge derives 
new system values (e.g., lower latency, enhanced privacy)



Object 
classification

Voice 
activation

Text
recognition

Gesture/
hand tracking

Computational 
photography

Contextual
awareness

Face 
detection

On-device 
security  

Voice 
recognition

Fingerprint

Local network 
analytics

Low-latency
interactive content

Boundless XR

On-demand 
computing

Industrial 
automation
and control

Enterprise data

+Edge cloud 
AI

On-device 
AI

Connected 
Intelligent

Edge
brings new and

enhanced services



On-device intelligence is quickly gaining momentum
Key segments are expected to see full AI attach rates by 2025

2018 2025

10% 100%
AI attach rate AI attach rate

Mobile Automotive XR PCs Smart 
speakers

Source: Tractica, 2019



Mobile is the 
pervasive AI 
platform

Source: IDC June‘21

~8.6 
Billion
Cumulative smartphone 
unit shipments forecast 
between 2020–2025



Mobile scale 
changes everything

Superior scaleRapid replacement cycles Integrated/optimized technologies

Healthcare

Extended reality

Smart cities

Networking

Automotive

Industrial IoT

Smart homes

Smartphones

Mobile computing

Wearables

Bringing AI 
to the masses



AI offers enhanced experiences 
and new capabilities for smartphones

Superior photographyTrue personal assistance

Extended battery life

Enhanced security

Natural user interfaces

Enhanced connectivity

A new development paradigm 
where things repeatedly improve



AI will drive 
transformation 
across 
industries



Boundless XR 
experiences



Personalized driver 
settings

Driver awareness 
monitoring

Greater autonomous
capabilities

Shaping
the future of 
transportation



Powering
the factory
of the future
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AI for IoT across the home, industrial/enterprise, and 
smart cities

More efficient use
of energy and utilities

Digitized logistics
and retail

Home hubs and
smart appliances

Sustainable cities
and infrastructure

Smarter
agriculture 

Smart displays
and speakers 

Smart security for home
and enterprise

Autonomous manufacturing 
and robotics

IoT
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Power and thermal
efficiency are essential

for on-device AI

The challenge of
AI workloads

Constrained mobile
environment

Very compute
intensive

Large,
complicated neural

network models

Complex
concurrencies

Always-on 

Real-time

Must be thermally
efficient for sleek,
ultra-light designs

Storage/memory 
bandwidth limitations

Requires long battery 
life for all-day use



Making power efficient AI pervasive
Focusing on high-performance hardware/software and optimized neural network design

Algorithmic 
advancements
Algorithmic research that benefits from 
state-of-the-art deep neural networks

Optimization for space and
runtime efficiency

Efficient 
hardware
Developing heterogeneous compute to 
run demanding neural networks at low 
power and within thermal limits

Selecting the right compute
block for the right task

Software 
tools
Software accelerated run-time 
for deep learning

SDK/development frameworks 



Consistent AI R&D
investment is the foundation for 
product leadership 1st Gen Qualcomm® AI Engine 

(Snapdragon® 820 Mobile Platform)

MWC demo 
showcasing 
photo sorting 
and handwriting 
recognition

Snapdragon 835 Snapdragon 845

Brain Corp
raises $114M

Announced 
Facebook Caffe2 

support

Collaboration
with Google on 
TensorFlow

Opened Qualcomm 
Research Netherlands

Research face 
detection with 
deep learning

Research artificial neural 
processing architectures

Research in spiking 
neural networks

Deep-learning
based AlexNet wins ImageNet 

competition

Qualcomm  
Technologies ships 

ONNX supported
by Microsoft, 

Facebook, Amazon

Snapdragon 855

Qualcomm
Artificial 
Intelligence 
Research 
initiated

Snapdragon 
710

Qualcomm® 
Cloud AI 100

Qualcomm® QCS400
(First audio SoC)

Mobile AI Enablement Center 
in Taiwan

Power efficiency 
gains through compression, 
quantization, 
and compilation

Gauge 
equivariant 
CNNs

Qualcomm® Robotics 
RB5 Platform

Our AI leadership
Over a decade of cutting-edge AI R&D, speeding up commercialization and enabling scale

Qualcomm® 
Vision

Intelligence
Platform

Qualcomm®

Neural 
Processing
SDK

Snapdragon 660
Snapdragon 630

3rd Gen 
Snapdragon 
Automotive 

Cockpit

Snapdragon 
665, 730,
730G

Snapdragon 
865

2018201620152009 2013 2017 2019 2020

Qualcomm Research 
initiates first AI project

2007
Acquired
EuVision

Investment and
collaboration with 
Brain Corp

Acquired 
Scyfer

Qualcomm 
Technologies 
researchers
win best paper
at ICLR

Opened joint
research lab
with University
of Amsterdam

AI Model Efficiency 
Toolkit (AIMET) 
open sourced

Qualcomm Artificial Intelligence Research is an initiative of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. 
Snapdragon, Qualcomm Neural Processing SDK, Qualcomm Vision Intelligence Platform, Qualcomm AI Engine, Qualcomm Cloud AI, 
Snapdragon Ride, Snapdragon X Elite, Qualcomm Robotics RB3 Platform, and Qualcomm QCS400I are products of Qualcomm 
Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. 
AIMET and AIMET Model Zoo are products of Qualcomm Innovation Center, Inc.

2021

Snapdragon 
888

Snapdragon Ride™ 
Platform

AIMET 
Model Zoo 
open sourced

2022

Snapdragon Ride 
Vision System

Snapdragon 8 
Gen 1

2023

On-device 
Stable Diffusion

Acquired TwentyBN &
Reservoir Labs

2024

On-device Llama 2

Snapdragon 
X Elite Platform

Snapdragon 8 
Gen 3

Snapdragon 8 
Gen 2
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Leading machine
learning research
for on-device AI
across the entire
spectrum of topics 

Platform 
research

Applied
research

Fundamental
research

AI research

Generative AI

G-CNN
Self-supervised 
learning

Reinforcement 
learning

Causality and 
system-2

Model quantization,
compression, and NAS

HW-SW 
co-design

Distillation of 
generative models

Power 
management

AI Model Efficiency
Toolkit (AIMET)

Deep learning
for 3D/geometry

Audio and video
compression

AI for wireless
and RF sensing

Energy-efficient
perception

AI for
chip design

On-device 
learning

Bayesian 
distributed learning

Graph and kernel
optimization

Federated 
learning

Deep learning 
for graphics

Video recognition 
and prediction

Virtual AI 
assistant 
(LLM)

Diffusion-based 
image generation 
(LVM)

Voice UI



Full-stack 
AI research & 
optimization
Model, hardware, and software
innovation across each layer
to accelerate AI applications

Early R&D and
technology inventions
essential to leading
the ecosystem forward

Transfer tech to commercial
teams and influence future
research with learnings
from deployment

Vision
Identify a problem
or need; establish

requirements

Ecosystem
collaboration

Collaborate and
drive the ecosystem

toward rapid
commercialization

at scale

~2-3
years

Model
quantization & 
optimization 
Develop tech & tools
to quantize weights and
modify architecture to run
efficiently on hardware

Software
compilation
Develop tech & tools
to improve graph-level
and kernel-level software 
compilation performance

Proof of concept
Target teams integrate models 

into final application for stable and 
intuitive demonstration

Invention
Invent new methods 

that set state-of-the-art



25SOTA: State-of-the-art; Cityscapes Benchmark: https://www.cityscapes-dataset.com/

Federated learning

Video semantic segmentation

Model quantization

On-device learning

Invented the best
techniques for fast
deployment of
8-bit quantization

Best power-efficiency
toolkit in the industry

Invented continuous 
learning techniques for 
SOTA on-device voice-UI

First demonstration
of 30% improvement
to keyword spotting

Invented methods
for combining
differential privacy
and compression

First end-to-end research
software framework 
deployable on mobile

Top the Cityscape 
leaderboard with loss 
function innovation for
boundary-awareness

First real-time SS
at FHD on mobile

Brought to you
by Qualcomm
AI Research

AI
Firsts Video super resolution

Neural video compression

Group equivariant CNN 

AI for wireless

Pioneer for
rotational
equivariance; best
paper at ICLR’18 

First G-CNN 
segmentation for health 
on mobile

Invented neural
augmentation to
enhance physical
layer algorithms

First weakly supervised
method for real-world
passive RF sensing

Full stack optimization
for visual quality
improvement at
4K resolution 

Invented instance-
adaptive for SOTA 
performance & new 
deployment scenarios

First real-time HD
decoding on mobile 

First 4K SR at 100+
FPS on mobile
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Power efficiency
Model design, compression,

quantization, algorithms,
efficient hardware,

software tool

Efficient learning
Robust learning through

minimal data,
unsupervised learning,

on-device learning

On-device learning
Continuous learning,

contextual, always-on,
privacy-preserved,
distributed learning

Advancing AI
research to make

edge AI ubiquitous

A platform to scale AI
across the industry

Action
Reinforcement
learning for
decision making

Perception
Object detection,
speech recognition,
contextual fusion

Reasoning
Scene understanding,
language understanding,
behavior prediction

Cloud Edge cloud Automotive

IoT/IIoT

Mobile/XR
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Holistic 
model efficiency 

research
Multiple axes to shrink

AI models and efficiently
run them on hardware

Quantization
Learning to reduce

bit-precision while keeping
desired accuracy 

Conditional 
compute

Learning to execute only parts 
of a large inference model 

based on the input

Neural
architecture

search
Learning to design smaller
neural networks that are

on par or outperform
hand-designed
architectures on
real  hardware

Compilation
Learning to compile

AI models for efficient
hardware execution



Trained neural network model  

Inference
 output

New
input data

Hardware 
awareness

AI Acceleration
(scalar, vector, tensor)

Acceleration research 
Such as compute-in-memory

Advancing AI research to increase power efficiency 

QuantizationCompression Compilation
Learning to reduce bit-precision 
while keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to prune model while 
keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to compile AI models for 
efficient hardware execution

Applying AI to optimize AI model through automated techniques 



Compression with 
less than 1% loss 
in accuracy13x Perf. per watt 

improvement from 
savings in memory 
and compute216x

Performance 
improvement over 
TensorFlow Lite34x

Trained neural network model  

New
input data

Recent 
examples

Advancing AI research to increase power efficiency 
1: With both Bayesian compression and spatial SVD with ResNet18 as baseline.  2: For a quantized INT8 model vs a FP32 model that is not quantized. 3: On average improvement of tested AI models. 

QuantizationCompression Compilation
Learning to reduce bit-precision 
while keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to prune model while 
keeping desired accuracy 

Learning to compile AI models for 
efficient hardware execution

Applying AI to optimize AI model through automated techniques 

Inference
 output

Up to



30AIMET and AIMET Model Zoo are products of Qualcomm Innovation Center, Inc.

Leading AI research and fast commercialization
Driving the industry towards integer inference and power-efficient AI

AI Model Efficiency Toolkit (AIMET)

AIMET Model Zoo 

Relaxed Quantization
(ICLR 2019)

Data-free Quantization
(ICCV 2019)

AdaRound
(ICML 2020)

Bayesian Bits
(NeurIPS 2020)

Quantization 
research

Quantization 
open-sourcing

Overcoming Oscillations
(ICML 2022)

Transformer Quantization
(EMNLP 2021)Joint Pruning and Quantization

(ECCV 2020)

FP8 Quantization
(NeurIPS 2022)
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Data and
labels

Training

Offline training
A model is trained
in the cloud with

data reflecting the
target application

On-device learning
Modifying model
after deployment

based on the
test environment

Deploy

What is 
on-device
learning?

Test
data

Adapt 
model

Inference
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Data and
labels

Training

With offline training,
the test data can differ
from training data
(domain shift, distribution
shift, anomalies) and may
even change continuously

Test
data

On-device learning can
help to improve and
maintain accuracy when
original pre-trained model
cannot generalize well

Adapt 
model

Inference

DeployOn-device
learning
offers several 
benefits
• Continuous learning 
• Personalization 
• Data privacy
• Scale
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Overcoming challenges to achieve on-device ML benefits
Important considerations for on-device learning to achieve benefits for different use cases

ChallengesBenefits
• Better examples

than training dataset

• Ability to run with smaller 
models that adapt to the
target data

• Preservation of privacy 
during model development

• Local data can be limited, 
e.g., noisy labels and
class imbalance

• Overfitting or catastrophic
forgetting

• Limited compute, storage,
and/or power

• Adversarial attacks
to training

• Federated learning 
communication
overhead

Test
data

Adapt 
model

34

On-device 
learning
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Our AI 
research 
areas address 
the key 
deployment 
challenges of 
on-device 
learning

35

How to adapt
the model to
a few labeled
samples

Few-shot
learning

How to use
unlabeled
data to do
unsupervised 
learning

Continuous 
learning with 
unlabeled
data

How to implement
federate learning
at scale
and address
deployment
challenges

Federated
learning
for global
adaptation

Low-complexity 
on-device
learning
How to implement
on-device learning to
improve efficiency
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Programming Languages

Virtual platforms

Core Libraries

Math Libraries

Profilers & Debuggers

Compilers

System Interface SoC, accelerator drivers Emulation Support

Qualcomm® AI Engine direct

AI Frameworks

AI Runtimes
Qualcomm® Neural Processing SDK TF LiteTF Lite Micro Direct ML

36



Qualcomm®
AI Engine

Qualcomm AI Engine, Qualcomm Spectra, Qualcomm Adreno, Qualcomm Hexagon, Qualcomm Sensing Hub, Qualcomm Processor Security, Qualcomm Kryo, and Qualcomm FastConnect are products of Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its 
subsidiaries.



Meta Llama 2 and 
Baichuan powered 
AI assistants

Up to 

20 tokens per second

text

photo

voice

text

photo

voice

Upgraded 
Qualcomm® 
Hexagon™ NPU 
designed for 
gen AI

Multi-modality 
gen AI models

First to support

On-device
personalization
Qualcomm® Sensing Hub

Up to 

10B
parameter support

Fully optimized models

PyTorch ExecuTorch

World’s fastest 
Stable Diffusion 
and ControlNet 

<1 sec
per image



Qualcomm Cloud AI 100 addressing
edge-to-cloud industries

Data
Center/
Cloud Edge 5G 

Infrastructure

5G
Edge Box

39
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Datacenter

Powering the shopping
of the future

Pioneering  
safety  

Pedestrian alert  
Crossing & blind spot assist

z

z

5G Infra

Road safety
Intersection management 
assist

Personalized
Purchase recommendations

Personalized
Purchase advertisements

Reinventing the 
communication 

experience

Edge Box 
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Hardware Architecture

• Up to 400 TOPS
• Power 

• DM.2e @ 15W
• DM.2 at 25W
• PCIe/HHHL @ 75W

• AI Core (AIC) - Up to 16 cores
• Precision – INT8, INT16, FP16, FP32
• On-die SRAM – Up to 144 MB
• 4x64 LPDDR4x (2.1GHz) with inline ECC

• Up to 32GB on card DRAM
• PCIe Gen 3/4 - Up to 8 lanes



Benefits
- Cost
- Energy
- Reliability, performance, and latency
- Privacy and security
- Personalization

On-device & hybrid AI
are critical for Gen AI to scale

On device Cloud



Foundational 
R&D 

5G + AI 
technology
leadership

Ecosystem 
investment

Advanced 
silicon

Systems
design 
expertise

Qualcomm 
Ventures AI 

Fund

Uniquely positioned to enable 
intelligence computing everywhere
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Intelligence is becoming more 
distributed, with power-efficient on-
device AI complementing the cloud

Mobile is democratizing AI and 
bringing it to new frontiers

Qualcomm Technologies is well 
positioned to provide superior AI 
solutions and make AI ubiquitous
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www.qualcomm.com/research/
artificial-intelligence 

@QCOMResearch www.qualcomm.com/news/onq 

www.youtube.com/c/QualcommResearch www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution

Connect with us

Q
uestions

https://www.qualcomm.com/research/artificial-intelligence
https://www.qualcomm.com/research/artificial-intelligence
https://twitter.com/QCOMResearch
https://www.qualcomm.com/news/onq
https://www.youtube.com/c/QualcommResearch
https://www.slideshare.net/qualcommwirelessevolution


Follow us on:

For more information, visit us at:

qualcomm.com & qualcomm.com/blog

Thank you
Nothing in these materials is an offer to sell any of the components
or devices referenced herein.

©2018-2023 Qualcomm Technologies, Inc. and/or its affiliated
companies. All Rights Reserved.

Qualcomm, Snapdragon, Adreno, Hexagon, Kryo, FastConnect, 
Snapdragon Ride, and Qualcomm Spectra are trademarks or registered 
trademarks of Qualcomm Incorporated. Other products and brand names 
may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their respective owners.

References in this presentation to “Qualcomm” may mean Qualcomm Incorporated,
Qualcomm Technologies, Inc., and/or other subsidiaries or business units within
the Qualcomm corporate structure, as applicable. Qualcomm Incorporated includes 
our licensing business, QTL, and the vast majority of our patent portfolio. Qualcomm 
Technologies, Inc., a subsidiary of Qualcomm Incorporated, operates, along with its 
subsidiaries, substantially all of our engineering, research and development 
functions, and substantially all of our products and services businesses, including 
our QCT semiconductor business. 

Snapdragon and Qualcomm branded products are products of Qualcomm 
Technologies, Inc. and/or its subsidiaries. Qualcomm patented technologies are 
licensed by Qualcomm Incorporated. 
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